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Abstract- Cloud allows users to play high quality videos instantly without downloading the video. A series of well-designed 
active and passive measurements are conducted on a large-scale cloud platform and it is identified that there exists 
significant diversity in the queuing delay and response delay among users response delay refers to the time difference 
between receiving a user input at the client side and the video scenes updated on the user’s screen. The latency problem 
largely results from user-specified request routing and inelastic server provisioning. Existing cloud platforms purely relay on 
request dispatch mechanisms to handle the load. However study proves that this mechanism alone is not sufficient in 
handling the load and there should be additional mechanism to provision additional servers when the current number of 
servers is insufficient. The major objectives of this paper are to cut down the provisioning cost of cloud service providers 
while still ensuring the user QoE requirements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to increasing interest towards cloud applications, 
the cloud provides videos which are more affordable 
and accessible to users. User freedom is given to play 
the high quality video without downloading it in to 
system. The general idea about cloud video streaming 
is retrieving the videos form the cloud via network. 
The user can interact with the video streaming 
application by sending the control signals. The 
massive computation and storage resources of the 
data centers enable users to shift their workload to 
remote servers. The cloud video streaming is real 
time video playing via lightweight PC, where there is 
no need of any external  
 hardware and also there is no compatibility problem.  
Cloud video streaming, i.e., real-time video playing 
via thin clients, relieves users from the need to 
constantly upgrade their computers and deal with 
compatibility issues when playing videos. As a result, 
cloud video is generating a great deal of interest 
among entrepreneurs and the public. However, given 
the large design space, it is not yet known which 
platforms deliver the best quality of service and 
which design elements constitute a good cloud video 
streaming system. 
When the cloud platform can’t provision enough 
servers to meet user demand timely, user requests 
have to be queued for a period. As online video users 
are queuing for a long time so it will result in loss of 
user access. Here the response delay refers to the time 
difference between receiving a user input at the client 
side and the video scenes updated on the user’s 
screen, specially the increasing the response delay is 
intolerable for real time videos. To better understand 
the problems and challenges there in, as the first step, 
we need to take a close look at the real cloud video 
streaming systems like cloud union platform will be 
discussed in upcoming sessions. 

 
Figure 1: Concept of video streaming 

 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
In the current cloud video streaming system, for users 
with only partial information, it is difficult if not 
impossible to make the best choice among data 
centers. A random selection of a data center may 
result in either long queuing delay or intolerable 
response delay.  
However, request dispatching cannot completely 
solve the latency problem by itself, especially when 
the total capacity of provisioned cloud servers cannot 
meet the surge of user demand. Therefore, request 
dispatching should work together with server 
provisioning. From the perspective of cloud video 
streaming service providers (CVSPs), they need to 
consider the problems of request dispatching and 
server provisioning jointly to reduce the access 
latency for video players. Meanwhile, the CVSPs 
should take the provisioning cost into account and 
optimize user QoE as they can under their budget 
constraint to be commercially successful.  
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Figure 2: The architecture of CloudUnion platform 

 
Issues in current cloud video streaming platforms 
1. Existing cloud video streaming platforms have 

significant latency in responding to the user’s 
requests during peak load. This causes the low 
Quality of Experience to the user or user may abort 
and disconnect the video 

2. Existing cloud video streaming purely relay on 
request dispatch mechanisms to handle the load. 
However studies prove that this mechanism alone 
is not sufficient in handling the load and there 
should be additional mechanism to provision 
additional servers when the current number of 
servers is insufficient. 

 
III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
In [1], the authors have discussed about on-line 
games that are growing rapidly as Internet 
applications. In order to run a successful on-line 
game, game companies and game infrastructure 
providers must properly manage game workloads and 
content so that they can maximize player satisfaction 
while minimizing their own costs. Towards this end, 
this paper provides a comprehensive, long-term 
analysis of several popular on-line games and their 
players using one of the richest data sets available for 
on-line games. 
In [2], the authors discussed about the adequacy of 
thin-client computing that is highly variable and 
depends on both the application and the available 
network quality. For intensely interactive 
applications, a crisp user experience may be hard to 
guarantee. An alternative stateless thick client 
preserves many of the benefits of thin-client 
computing but eliminates its acute sensitivity to 
network latency. 
 In [3], the authors relied on understanding network 
latency in thin client environment. The interest in the 
thin clients is increasing day by day, in the modern 
age, mainly because of frustration with the growing 
total cost of ownership of personal computers. The 
Thin client also consumes very less power as 
compared to a regular personal computer and hence 
supports the Green Computing. But unfortunately, 

thin clients may not meet the usability goal of highly 
interactive response. For intensely interactive 
applications, the tight control of end-to-end network 
latency required by thin clients may be hard to 
guarantee at large scale.  
In [4], authors focused on optimization based 
approach for distributed routing and server 
management decisions in the context of large-scale, 
geographically distributed data centers, which offers 
significant potential for exploring power cost 
reductions. Our approach considers such decisions at 
different time scales and offers provable power cost 
and delay characteristics. The utility of this approach 
and its robustness are also illustrated through 
simulation-based experiments under delay tolerant 
workloads.  
In [5], authors focused on asynchronous network 
dependence. When network is fixed, the buffering 
and up gradation is done by customer in the long run 
and also reintegrates them. For example, tablet 
customer must invest time in a reach with no network 
or poor network. The methodology needs connection 
while getting state and also during inevitable 
reintegration. For periods that are to be extended 
between these two occasions, complete disconnection 
with any impact on performance is possible. 
 
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The focus is to understand and mitigate the latency 
problem of cloud gaming services from the 
perspective of cloud video streaming service 
providers (CVSPs) and to improve the QoE of video 
players in different regions.  
An algorithm called iCloud Access is proposed which 
reduces queuing delay and response delay by smart 
request dispatching and server provisioning among 
data centers.  We minimize the time-average 
provisioning cost of cloud gaming service providers 
while still ensuring user QoE. Advantages of 
iCloudAccess Request Dispatching Unit (RDU) 
module reduces the Queuing delay and response 
delay by smart request dispatching and server 
provisioning among cloud servers Server 
Provisioning Unit (SPU) can minimize the time-
average server provisioning cost, so as to be cost-
effective for CVSPs.  The server application is 
developed as multithreaded application; each thread 
is analogous to a physical cloud server. Simulation of 
the surge of user requests is done from the android 
client application and RDU module will dispatch the 
requests to threads. SPU will create new threads 
simulating the provision of new servers when the load 
is very high. 
For the below architecture, we have designed an 
online control algorithm called iCloudAccess to 
speed up the accesses of cloud video players. 
iCloudAccess provides a cost-effective approach to 
stream video with low latency by smart request 
dispatching among data centres and dynamic cloud 
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resource provisioning. ICloudAccess contains two 
major components:  
• Request Dispatching Unit (RDU), which is 
responsible for dispatching requests intelligently 
• Server Provisioning Unit (SPU), which is 
responsible for adjusting the number of game servers 
provisioned at each data centre according to user 
demand. At different time scales the operations of 
SPU and RDU are carried out. For every incoming 
user request, RDU has to carry out the request timely 
and the carry out operation needs to be completed 
within few seconds; however, the provisioning of 
cloud servers cannot be conducted in a real-time 
manner. Normally SPU adjusts the provisioning of 
cloud servers for each data centre periodically, in the 
order of hours. By intelligently dispatching a request 
to a data center with a short waiting queue, queuing 
delay of a user request can be significantly reduced. 
However, the selection of a data center cannot violate 
the constraint on response delay. When the 
provisioned servers are not enough to support the 
demand, SPU will start to provision more cloud 
servers in the corresponding data center. Next, we 
will discuss how to design online algorithm to 
optimize request dispatching and server provisioning. 

 
Figure 3: System Architecture 

 
Server Side Algorithm: Following are the modules  
1) User Login/Create Account 
1. Request from client will be in the format <User 
Name>|<Password> 
2. Tokenize the message received from client { 
a. Fetch the Password corresponding to the User 
Name received from client message 
b. If (password fetched from database == Password 
received from client message){ 

Return login success [1] to client app via SOAP 
response message 

c. }   else{ 
Return login failure [-1] to client app via SOAP 

response message 
} 

d. } 

2) Video Encoding and Streaming 
1. Request from client will be in the format 

<Streaming Option>|<Video ID> 
2. Streaming options are Use iCLOUD or Not to Use 

iCloud options 
3. Tokenize the request message 
4. Run SQL to fetch the path of the Video ID from 

DB 
5. Fetch the Video from the folder path obtained in 

step 4 
6. Create MATOM object to store the encoded frame 

data 
7. If (streaming Option = NOT TO USE iCLOUD){ 
Fetch the video path from Videos table 
Return the path to client 
8. }else if (streaming Option = UseiCLOUD){ 
a. Start SDU 
b. Start RDU 
c. Insert the user request in GlobalMessageQ 
d. Return the output of the user request to client 

[video path] 
9. } 
Client Side Algorithm: Following are the modules  
1) User Login 
1. User launches the application 
2. Splash screen will be displayed 
3. Login Screen will be displayed 
 
a) Enters user ID and password and clicks on Log In 

button 
b) Construct the message string in the format 

UserID|Password 
c) Send the above message to Server through SOAP 

method [GetPassword (String UID) 
a. If (Pwd received from server == Pwd entered by 

use){ 
i. Launch Options Screen 
b. }else if (Pwd received from server != Pwd entered 

by use){ 
i. Display message indicating the Login Failure 

ii. Return; 
c. } 
2) Video streaming 
1. User successfully logs into app 
2. Streaming Options screen will be displayed 
a. This contains the option buttons Use iCloud and 

Not Use iCLOUD 
b. “Display available videos” button 
3. User selects the streaming option and clicks on 

“Display Available videos” button 
4. Store the streaming option application database 

[shared preferences] 
5. Available Videos screen will be displayed with 

image buttons of the videos 
6. User clicks the required image button 
7. Message string will be constructed in the format 

<Streaming Optin>|<VideoID> 
8. Message will be sent to server by Invoking 
SOAP method Forward Request(String sMessage) 
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9. Feed the video URL received from server to the 
media player 
10. Save the elapsed time and % of video 
downloaded in app data base. This will be used for 
plotting the graphs 
 
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 
In simulation, consider cloud service provider (CSP) 
such that user requests are dispatched without delay. 
For every 30 minutes using multithreading CSP 
adjusts the number of cloud server provisioned. Web 
services modules contain RDU, SPU, global message 
collector (GMC), server message collector (SMC) and 
return message collector (RMC). These GMC, RMC 
and SMC are called as the delegator.  
This paper prefers the open source cloud provider 
where user can deploy the web services in the. By 
using android application user can request for video 
using internet. 
In the cloud global message collector web service 
collects the incoming requests. Based on the number 
of request in GMC, RDU dispatch the request assign 
to the thread. Each thread has capable of handling the 
number of request. If the number of request Exceeds 
to thread holds then new thread will be create. SPU 
continually running in the web service and create the 
thread based on the number of request in the global 
collector. After requests are executed successfully the 
result will send to RMC. This can be accessed by the 
client application. By using Dequeue method 
executed requests present in SMC are deleted. In this 
simulation results are compared with iCloudAccess 
with other algorithm. 
 

 
Figure 4: Graph when iCloudAccess algorithm is used 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of with and without iCloudAccess   

 
CONCLUSION  AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper we have implemented online 
iCloudAccess algorithm to solve the response delay 
for the on demand videos from the cloud. Obtained 
results from iCloudAccess algorithm are compared 
with existing methods. Observing the delay in start of 
the video stream in the case of iCloudAccess option is 
less when compared to without using icloudAccess 
option. By using the iCloudAccess algorithm it’s 
possible to reduce the response delay.  
In future we can extend this work for online Games. 
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